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			Star rating

				
									5 stars
									(47)
								
	
									4 stars
									(198)
								
	
									3 stars
									(278)
								
	
									2 stars
									(143)
								
	
									Unrated
									(12347)
								


		

	
	
	
					
			

			Accommodation options

				
									Apartments
									(11789)
								
	
									Hotels
									(565)
								
	
									Aparthotels
									(167)
								
	
									Villas
									(113)
								
	
									Holiday homes
									(87)
								
	
									Homestays
									(84)
								
	
									Guest houses
									(70)
								
	
									Hostels
									(55)
								
	
									Bed & Breakfasts
									(45)
								
	
									Inns
									(17)
								
	
									Botels
									(10)
								
	
									Love hotels
									(4)
								
	
									Lodges
									(2)
								
	
									Capsule hotels
									(2)
								
	
									Campsites
									(2)
								
	
									Resort
									(1)
								


		

	
	
	
					
			

			Hotel themes

				
									Luxury accommodations
									(10307)
								
	
									Central hotels
									(7554)
								
	
									Cheap and budget hotels
									(4989)
								
	
									Pet-friendly hotels
									(1555)
								
	
									Resorts
									(1251)
								
	
									Exceptional Design hotels
									(559)
								
	
									Beach hotels
									(369)
								
	
									Jacuzzi
									(308)
								
	
									Boutique hotels
									(274)
								
	
									Luxury hotels
									(245)
								
	
									Family Friendly hotels
									(218)
								
	
									Small Luxury Hotels
									(210)
								
	
									Business hotels
									(195)
								
	
									Private Villas
									(138)
								
	
									Spa hotels
									(125)
								
	
									Beachfront hotels
									(125)
								
	
									Historical hotels
									(95)
								
	
									Golf hotels
									(68)
								
	
									Romantic hotels
									(45)
								
	
									Hotels with indoor pool
									(27)
								
	
									Casino hotels
									(13)
								
	
									Airport hotels
									(10)
								
	
									Self Catering
									(7)
								
	
									New Hotels
									(4)
								
	
									Castle Hotels
									(1)
								


		

	
	

					
			

			In the area

				
									City Centre
									(6787)
								
	
									Athens Law School
									(6921)
								
	
									Goethe Institut Athen
									(6916)
								
	
									National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
									(6903)
								
	
									City of Athens Cultural Centre
									(6896)
								
	
									Voukourestiou Street
									(6889)
								
	
									Hellenic American Union
									(6880)
								
	
									Ministry of Interior
									(6878)
								
	
									Thanassis Frissiras Gallery
									(6874)
								
	
									Attica, The Department Store
									(6861)
								
	
									Institut Francais d' Athenes
									(6841)
								
	
									Theocharakis Foundation
									(6836)
								
	
									Ministry of Finance
									(6821)
								
	
									French Embassy Athens
									(6819)
								
	
									Academy of Athens
									(6816)
								
	
									Italian Embassy Athens
									(6803)
								
	
									Gloria Theater
									(6802)
								
	
									Paletta
									(6802)
								
	
									Museum of the City of Athens
									(6787)
								
	
									Museum of National History
									(6786)
								
	
									Syntagma Square
									(6704)
								
	
									Ermou Street-Shopping Area
									(6574)
								
	
									Parthenon
									(6399)
								
	
									Acropolis of Athens
									(6392)
								
	
									Lycabettus Hill
									(6331)
								
	
									Acropolis Museum
									(6247)
								
	
									Astir Beach
									(125)
								
	
									Eleftherios Venizelos
									(8)
								
	
									Regency Casino Mont Parnes
									(2)
								


		

	
	
					
			

			Districts

				
									Athens City Centre
									(1373)
								
	
									Koukaki
									(1099)
								
	
									Neos Kosmos
									(633)
								
	
									Syntagma
									(609)
								
	
									Kolonaki
									(492)
								
	
									Plaka
									(453)
								
	
									Psiri
									(408)
								
	
									Glyfada
									(385)
								
	
									Exarcheia
									(360)
								
	
									Pagkrati
									(346)
								
	
									Ilisia
									(317)
								
	
									Palaio Faliro
									(295)
								
	
									Kallimarmaro
									(293)
								
	
									Kallithea
									(262)
								
	
									Thisseio
									(221)
								
	
									Petralona
									(175)
								
	
									Alimos
									(163)
								
	
									Vouliagmeni
									(135)
								
	
									Voula
									(122)
								
	
									Marousi
									(113)
								
	
									Kerameikos
									(105)
								
	
									Metaxourgeio
									(104)
								
	
									Monastiraki
									(101)
								
	
									Chalandri
									(89)
								
	
									Gazi
									(61)
								
	
									Kifissia
									(54)
								
	
									Ayia Paraskevi
									(41)
								
	
									Elliniko
									(24)
								
	
									Herakleion
									(21)
								
	
									Athens Coast
									(14)
								
	
									Nea Erythrea
									(12)
								
	
									Chaidari
									(11)
								
	
									Neo Psychiko
									(11)
								
	
									Palaio Psychiko
									(7)
								
	
									Acharnes
									(4)
								
	
									Moschato
									(1)
								
	
									Mykonos City Centre
									(1)
								
	
									Ekali
									(1)
								
	
									Anoixi
									(1)
								
	
									Drosia
									(1)
								
	
									Omonoia
									(1)
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Bridging Minds in the World of Web Semantics

 

Overview

The Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC) in 2010 marked a significant gathering of researchers and practitioners dedicated to advancing the understanding and implementation of semantics on the World Wide Web. Building upon the success of the European Semantic Web Conference series, ESWC2010 broadened its focus to engage with diverse communities both within and outside the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The conference aimed to explore the multifaceted applications of semantics, fostering international collaboration and showcasing the latest developments in the realm of web semantics.

Acknowledgments

The success of ESWC2010 was made possible by the collective efforts of participants, speakers, sponsors, and organizers. The organizing committee expressed gratitude to everyone involved in making the conference a triumph.

Event Highlights

Program Highlights

	Invited talks by prominent figures such as Aldo Gangemi, Noshir Contractor, Sean Bechhofer, and Wolfgang Wahlster.
	Over 50 research paper presentations.
	PhD-Symposium providing a platform for doctoral researchers.
	Tutorial and Workshop day for interactive learning.
	Poster and Demo session followed by a reception.
	Conference dinner fostering networking and collaboration.
	Project Matchmaking Session connecting researchers and projects.
	RFID Experiments exploring innovative applications.


Notice for Attendees

An important notice addressed the situation in Greece, reassuring attendees that the event was expected to proceed without disruption. The organizing committee closely monitored the situation and provided links to foreign offices for further information.

Conference Mission

The mission of ESWC2010 was to unite researchers and practitioners from diverse fields to explore the various dimensions of semantics on the Web. By enriching web content with domain theories, ontologies, data about web usage, and natural language processing, the conference aimed to elevate the functionality of the web. The ultimate goal was to create a network of human knowledge that is machine-processable, leading to intelligent systems capable of complex decision-making tasks. The interdisciplinary nature of ESWC2010 encouraged cross-fertilization with areas such as Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Processing, Database and Information Systems, Information Retrieval, Multimedia, Distributed Systems, Social Networks, Web Engineering, and Web Science.

Research Focus

ESWC2010 presented the latest research results and applications in its field. The research program comprised targeted tracks, each organized to delve into specific aspects of web semantics. Additionally, the conference featured a comprehensive tutorial program, system descriptions and demos, a posters track, a Ph.D. symposium, and several collocated workshops. Details for these events were available on the conference website.

Discover Heraklion: Your Gateway to Culture and Comfort

Nestled in the heart of Crete, Greece, Heraklion is set to host The Extended Semantic Web Conference 2010, providing attendees with an intellectually enriching experience and an opportunity to immerse themselves in the cultural richness of this historic city. As the vibrant capital of Crete, Heraklion showcases archaeological wonders like the Palace of Knossos and the Heraklion Archaeological Museum, appealing to history enthusiasts. The charming old town of Heraklion, with its lively markets, traditional tavernas, and welcoming locals, creates a delightful backdrop for exploration. The Mediterranean climate ensures pleasant weather during the conference, making Heraklion an ideal destination for both academic endeavors and leisure pursuits. For those contemplating an extended stay, the city offers a range of lifestyle options, from leisurely strolls along the Venetian harbor to savoring the diverse flavors of Cretan cuisine.

While immersed in the cultural allure of Heraklion, considering the option of lodging in Athens is recommended. As the historic capital of Greece, Athens is celebrated for its ancient landmarks such as the Acropolis and the Parthenon. Choosing accommodation in Athens provides an opportunity to seamlessly blend the rich history of the Greek capital with the dynamic atmosphere of the conference in Heraklion and introduces a diverse cultural experience. For those seeking the perfect stay, a curated list of hotels in both Heraklion and Athens is available, each offering a distinctive blend of comfort, convenience, and authentic Greek hospitality.

 

Hotel Grande Bretagne
Electra Palace Athens
Grand Hyatt Athens
Marriott Athens Greece
Plaka Hotel Athens
Hilton Athens
Athens Gate Hotel
King George Hotel Athens
A for Athens
Divani Palace Acropolis
New Hotel Athens
Electra Hotel Athens
Herodion Hotel
Margi Hotel
Royal Olympic Hotel
Fresh Hotel
Wyndham Grand Athens
The Lodge Athens
Hotel Stanley Athens
Elia Ermou Athens Hotel
Electra Metropolis Athens
Melia Athens
President Hotel Athens
Holiday Inn Athens
Four Seasons Astir Palace
St George Lycabettus Hotel
Titania Hotel Athens
Amalia Hotel Athens
Central Hotel Athens
Hera Hotel Athens
Divani Caravel
Noma Hotel
Coco-Mat Hotel Athens
Hotel Polis Grand
NJV Athens Plaza
Novotel Athens
Ergon House Athens
Attalos Hotel
Palladian Home
Dorian Inn Athens
Astor Hotel
Athens Tiare Hotel
Perianth Hotel Athens
Ava Hotel and Suites
Coco-Mat Athens BC
Hermes Hotel Athens
Acropolis View Hotel
AthensWas Hotel
Amazon Hotel
Crowne Plaza Athens
Poseidon Hotel Athens
Acropolis Select Hotel
Golden Age Hotel Athens
Athens Cypria Hotel
Radisson Blu Park Hotel Athens
Marina Hotel Athens
Zafolia Hotel Athens
Oscar Hotel
Hotel Philippos Athens
Athens Center Square Hotel
InterContinental Athenaeum Athens
Acropolis Hill Hotel
Modernist Athens
Athens Status Suites
Best Western Candia Hotel
Athenaeum Grand Hotel
Arion Hotel Athens
Grecotel Pallas Athena
Phaedra Hotel Athens
Athens Lotus Hotel
O&B Athens Boutique Hotel
Metropolis Hotel Athens
Athens Backpackers
Adrian Hotel Athens
Adonis Hotel Athens
Foundry Hotel Athens
Acropolis Spirit Boutique Hotel Athens
The Pinnacle Athens
Novus City Hotel Athens
Tropical Hotel
Areos Hotel Athens
Athens Avenue Hotel
B4B Athens Signature Hotel
Periscope Hotel Athens
Athens Studios
Niki Hotel Athens
Ilissos Hotel Athens
Hotel Byron
City Circus Athens
Athens Capital Center Hotel
Achilleas Hotel Athens
Airotel Alexandros
Coral Hotel Athens
Jason Inn Hotel Athens
Athenian Callirhoe Hotel
Adams Hotel Athens
Azur Hotel
Moxy Hotel Athens
Athens Tower Hotel by Palladian Hotels
The Zillers Boutique Hotel
Athens Atrium Hotel
Cecil Hotel Athens
Athens Golden City Hotel
Centrotel Hotel Athens
Met34 Athens Hotel
Emporikon Athens Hotel
Athens Coast Hotel
Athens Utopia Ermou Athens
Phidias Hotel Athens
Arethusa Hotel Athens
Brown Acropol
Omiros Hotel Athens
Acropolis Museum Hotel
Evripides Hotel Athens
The Y Hotel
Glyfada Hotel Athens
Athens City Hotel
Delphi Art Hotel Athens
Best Western Museum Hotel Athens
Aristoteles Hotel Athens
Art Gallery Hotel Athens
Athens Hawks Hostel
Epidavros Hotel Athens
Economy Hotel Athens
Hotel Kimon Athens
Athos Hotel Athens
Palmyra Beach Hotel
Airotel Stratos Vassilikos Hotel
Emmantina Hotel
Apollo Hotel Athens
Nefeli Hotel Athens
Hotel Acropolis House
360 Degrees Athens
Socrates Hotel Athens
Holiday In Athens Greece
Tempi Hotel Athens
Home and Poetry Athens
Academias Hotel Athens
Athenaeum Eridanus Luxury Hotel
Airotel Parthenon
London Hotel Athens
Crystal City Hotel Athens
Athinais Hotel
Alice Inn Athens
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